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Step-by-Step Guide
• We now have a guide for running 

the model and analyzing the 
results: https://acme-
climate.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/E
D/pages/2309226536/Running+E3
SM+step-by-step+guide

• This is a living document – it is 
easily changed to reflect changes 
in the process. Confluence keeps 
a page history to see older 
versions.

https://acme-climate.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ED/pages/2309226536/Running+E3SM+step-by-step+guide


Configuring E3SM

• Configuring the Model Run –
Run Script
– It’s easy to customize a run 

script by changing just a few 
parameters!

– Make sure all your changes are 
done within the script to keep 
provenance.

See https://github.com/E3SM-Project/SimulationScripts/blob/master/archive/v2/run.v2.LR.piControl.sh

https://github.com/E3SM-Project/SimulationScripts/blob/master/archive/v2/run.v2.LR.piControl.sh


Running E3SM
• Running the Model

– First, run a couple of small (pre-defined) tests to be sure the model actually runs.
– Check that the results from the small tests are all BFB (bit-for-bit). This will ensure that the 

model is BFB for restarts and a few different layouts. 
• This is typically already tested by the nightly E3SM tests, but it’s good practice to double check 

(especially if new options have been turned on).
– Submit the production simulation.



Looking at Results
• Looking at Results

– You can look at logs for each component of the model: atmosphere, coupler, sea ice, land, 
ocean, river runoff. These logs are compressed to `.gz` files.

• Short Term Archiving
– Short term archiving neatly organizes files in an `archive` directory separate from the `run` 

directory.
• Without short term archiving, you have 10,000 to 100,000 files, which slows down even `ls`.

– Each component of the model has a subdirectory in the `archive` directory.
– Each component of the model has gzipped log files in `archive/logs`.



Looking at Results

• Performance Information
– PACE (https://pace.ornl.gov/) 

provides detailed performance 
information.

• Re-Submitting a Job After a Crash
– The guide includes instructions for re-

submitting a job after the error is 
fixed.

See https://pace.ornl.gov/exp-details/73642

https://pace.ornl.gov/
https://pace.ornl.gov/exp-details/73642


zppy
• Post-Processing with zppy

– zppy is a new post-processing tool for E3SM: https://e3sm-
project.github.io/zppy/_build/html/main/index.html

– It’s easy to customize a zppy run by changing parameters in a single configuration file!
– Zppy can launch jobs for various post-processing tasks: climatology, time-series, E3SM 

Diags, MPAS-Analysis, and global time series plots.
– Each job has a log file and a status file.
– If you rerun zppy, only jobs that have failed will be rerun.

https://e3sm-project.github.io/zppy/_build/html/main/index.html


zppy: Analysis and Diagnostics Tools
• Main tools included in zppy workflow:

– NCO: Regridding, Climatology Generation and Timeseries Extraction, supports all E3SM 
components

– E3SM Diags: Diagnostics package for Atmosphere, extending the support to Land and 
River.

– MPAS-Analysis: Diagnostics package for Ocean and Sea-ice
– E3SM Unified: Conda environment that includes all the above (and more) packages

• Deployed on all E3SM supported machines (Acme1, Andes, Anvil, Chrysalis, Compy, 
Cooley, Cori) 

• zppy is included in E3SM Unified v1.5.0. 
• zppy can run the above packages using this environment.

• Upcoming:
– Enable new sets being developed in these packages.
– Add ILAMB package for land variable diagnostics.



zppy



zppy



Documenting
• Documenting the Model Run

– Every model run (or ensemble) should be documented on Confluence.
– Each job associated with the run should be listed along with the corresponding PACE links, 

number of nodes, and simulated years per day.
– The global time series plots should be included. Links to E3SM Diags and MPAS-Analysis 

plots should also be provided.

https://acme-climate.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/EWCG/pages/3040772171/v2.LR.historical

https://acme-climate.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/EWCG/pages/3040772171/v2.LR.historical


Long Term Archiving
• Long Term Archiving with zstash

– If a simulation is valuable, it should be long-term archived with zstash
– zstash is an HPSS long-term archiving solution for E3SM: https://e3sm-

project.github.io/zstash/_build/html/master/index.html
– Key features of zstash: 

• Files are archived into standard tar files with a user specified maximum size.
• Tar files are first created locally, then transferred to HPSS.
• Checksums (md5) of input files are computed on-the-fly during archiving. For large files, this 

saves a considerable amount of time compared to separate checksumming and archiving steps. 
Checksums are also computed on-the-fly for tars.

• Checksums and additional metadata (size, modification time, tar file and offset) are stored in a 
sqlite3 index database.

• Database enables faster retrieval of individual files by locating in which tar file a specific file is 
stored, as well as its location (offset) within the tar file.

• File integrity is verified by computing checksums on-the-fly while extracting files.
– Globus can be used to transfer the zstash archive files to NERSC HPSS.

https://e3sm-project.github.io/zstash/_build/html/master/index.html


Key Takeaways
• Declarative, not imperative: define what you want done, not how to do it

– Set parameters in the beginning of the run script; no changes to the actual logic.
– Set parameters in zppy configuration file; zppy will determine dependencies and launch 

the appropriate jobs.

• One stop shop: everything you need in one place
– The step-by-step guide provides detailed instructions on all parts of running and analyzing 

E3SM.
– A model run’s Confluence page provides all information about a model run, from each job’s 

information on PACE to the generated E3SM Diags and MPAS-Analysis plots.
– zppy automates multiple post-processing tasks, with more planned for future versions.



Questions?



Disclaimer
This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
government. Neither the United States government nor Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, nor 
any of their employees makes any warranty, expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein 
to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States government or Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC. The views and opinions of 
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States government or 
Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, and shall not be used for advertising or product 
endorsement purposes.


